
Manufacturing Operational Analysis

Operational Analysis is a method of examining the current and historical performance of
the operations and maintenance investments and measuring that performance against
an established set of cost, schedule, and performance parameters.

Why does your Company need Operational Analysis ?

Operational analytics helps you answer all the tough questions within your industry. You
get to know whether your business is operating effectively, how to get your costs under
control, and what steps to take when increasing profitability.

Operational analytics focus on combining process design capabilities, business
analysis, and data analysis to streamline your operations while improving productivity
and reducing costs. It also facilitates better data-driven decision-making for the proper
day-to-day management of your establishment.

How will our analysis help you ?

We do Analysis through the company historical period and changes over time and with
market leader (Industry wise top leader) & Benchmarking where are you lacking.

Our 20+ Years in the manufacturing industry with industry experts will help you to
identify areas where you can optimize your performance and bottlenecks.

We do analysis according to 6 parameters based on which you can do comparison-
-PBDIT (Indicates profitability)
-Employee Cost
-Power & Fuel Cost
-Inventories
-Total Assets
-Raw Materials

by which you can know about your company status. Also you can compare your
performance with your competitors.



You can identify areas that need streamlining, helping you to save more money, be
more efficient, thus resulting in better profits and also help to improve your decision
making strategies.

It allows you to get a holistic view of your data, where you discover certain networks that
are actually interrelated with each other. When you realize that certain types of data are
dependent on a specific environment you are able to perform a more efficient operation.

This gives you a better advantage among your competitors. While they are focused on
analyzing customer data, you’re here looking at operational data so you can save
money and reinvest it in more profitable pursuits. In one survey we found that 70% of
companies have started focusing on operation processes instead of consumer
processes.

Let's see sample analysis for Company E -





In the above sheet you can see the company's data of 5 years. We do analysis for
company E .

With this analysis you can check how you are doing in the market. With the help of it
you can find your bottleneck or factor of low profitability.

You can compare it with your competitor. You can also compare your 5 year
performance according to that. We will suggest the best solution . like if your PBDIT is
good you are doing well from your competition but your previous PBDIT is better than
we will help you with our Experts solutions to perform better.

For Open Sheet-

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cRPpaO6dHj-wjbZEgXyUJomPfL
Mzgni690UyTTzN4pU/edit?usp=sharing

How do we make Companies more profitable through our
manufacturing operational analysis?

With this analysis we find the Pain Point of the Company and give the best solution for
it.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cRPpaO6dHj-wjbZEgXyUJomPfLMzgni690UyTTzN4pU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cRPpaO6dHj-wjbZEgXyUJomPfLMzgni690UyTTzN4pU/edit?usp=sharing


If you face a problem in Energy cost reduction then we have Experts that can help you
also if you want to compete with your competitor we find the pain area and give the
best solution.

We also calculate the industry median of all the parameters and identify improvement
margin for that particular company.

As above, you can get your company Analysis

Call Now-

+91-7011219709
+91-7042140046

For more Visit-

https://www.tetrahedron.in/
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